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ABSTRACT

Humans are experiencing the inclusion of artificial agents in their lives, such as unmanned vehicles, service robots,
voice assistants, and intelligent medical care. If the artificial agents cannot align with social values or make ethical
decisions, they may not meet the expectations of humans. Traditionally, an ethical decision-making framework is
constructed by rule-based or statistical approaches. In this paper, we propose an ethical decision-making framework
based on incremental ILP (Inductive Logic Programming), which can overcome the brittleness of rule-based
approaches and little interpretability of statistical approaches. As the current incremental ILP makes it difficult to
solve conflicts, we propose a novel ethical decision-making framework considering conflicts in this paper, which
adopts our proposed incremental ILP system. The framework consists of two processes: the learning process and
the deduction process. The first process records bottom clauses with their score functions and learns rules guided
by the entailment and the score function. The second process obtains an ethical decision based on the rules. In an
ethical scenario about chatbots for teenagers’ mental health, we verify that our framework can learn ethical rules
and make ethical decisions. Besides, we extract incremental ILP from the framework and compare it with the state-
of-the-art ILP systems based on ASP (Answer Set Programming) focusing on conflict resolution. The results of
comparisons show that our proposed system can generate better-quality rules than most other systems.
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1 Introduction

Artificial agents (e.g., unmanned driving cars, service robots, smart households, voice assistants,
and intelligent medical care) have been one of the main research fields of AI (Artificial Intelligence).
The agent is an independent entity that can interact with the environment and make decisions
autonomously. With the development of artificial intelligence, artificial agents have been widely
applied in a variety of fields closely related to human life, and gradually, artificial agents have evolved
from being perceived as tools to autonomous agents and teammates. For example, a chatbot can answer
inquiries from clients at any time, which improves the customer’s satisfaction and the company’s sales.
Besides, AI doctors can provide online services for patients in remote locations. Considering the close
relationship between artificial agents and humans, if artificial agents make unethical decisions, they
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will pose unexpected risks to human society [1–3]. For instance, a chatbot is an artificial intelligence
software that simulates natural language via a textual method. Chatbots are used as dialogue systems
for various practical purposes including customer service and information acquisition. For younger
audiences, chatbots can provide information about mental health issues, including stress, anxiety, and
depression, from the chatbot. Occasionally, young people may have self-harming thoughts. At this
time, the chatbot makes unethical decisions to encourage such thoughts. Once young people adopt the
suggestion, they act in a way that harms themselves, which violates the original purpose of designing
a chatbot. Therefore, we need to ensure that artificial agents make ethical decisions and follow an
explainable decision-making process. Recently, two kinds of approaches have been proposed to achieve
an ethical decision-making framework including rules-based and statistical approaches. Nevertheless,
each of these approaches has its shortcomings.

The rule-based approaches need domain experts to make the ethical rules manually [4]. Briggs
et al. [5] develop a framework to appropriately reject directives in human-robot interactions (HRI),
where the reasoning mechanism is based on predefined rules. Besides, Sholla et al. [6] represent the
ethical rules in terms of fuzzy logic. Due to the absence of learning mechanism, the human needs to
construct ethical rules manually. However, this construction of rules is resource-intensive and takes
time. Many complex ethical problems also require a significant number of ethical rules. Besides, as
ethical standards change over time, updating and maintaining existing rules frequently is necessary,
which results in the extra cost of human and material resources. Thus, the rule-based approaches
are not often appropriate for decision-making in real ethical decision-making scenarios. Unlike the
rule-based approaches, the statistical approaches [7] gain “black-box” models to generate ethical
predictions or policies. Abel et al. [8] formalize the ethical decision-making problem as solving a
partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) using a reinforcement learning framework.
Armstrong [9] sets an ethical objective function and requires agents to make decisions that maximize
a meta-utility function using Bayesian learning. Meier et al. [10] adopt machine learning to provide
ethical suggestions for the moral dilemma that occurs in the medical institutions. Although such
models are capable of making ethical decisions, they are challenged by issues including trust and
safety. On the one hand, the “black-box” models are unexplainable which reduces people’s trust. On
the other hand, they may provide uncertain results that can potentially result in unsafe decisions (e.g.,
an autonomous driver may turn in the wrong direction inflicting harm to humans). Furthermore, to
achieve a high level of accuracy in such models, the training process of the statistical approach needs
to have access to a vast number of training examples. There is not however enough data available for
training, hence, the statistical approaches are often not appropriate for ethical decision-making.

An alternative is Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [11] which combines rule-based and
statistical approaches to address the above-mentioned limitations. It overcomes the brittleness of
the rule-based approach and addresses the interpretability issue of statistical approaches. Here we
consider an ILP based on Answer Set Programming (ASP) [12]. Because ASP is a non-monotonic logic
programming paradigm that can simulate common-sense reasoning and formalize complex ethical
concepts. The framework constructed by ILP results in models which are understandable by humans.
Besides, ILP needs a small number of examples by adopting background knowledge as a form of
inductive bias and can satisfy an array of safety properties [13]. Anderson et al. [14] develop an ethical
advisor that provides ethical guidance to healthcare workers. The rules for ethical decisions are learned
by ILP systems. At the same time, they also developed an ethical eldercare system based on ILP
[15]. Furthermore, they developed an ethical dilemma analyzer [16] that codifies ethical principles
using ILP systems. Although these systems achieve great success, they cannot update the rule base
dynamically and fail to consider the conflicts between ethical rules. Incremental ILP has all the
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advantages of ILP while learning hypotheses in an incremental mode. Due to its incremental feature, it
can support decision-making in two processes (i.e., intuition and reflection) of the dual-process model
[17]. Intuition is a fast process in which people make decisions without thinking, whereas reflection is
a slow process in which people need to learn or think. Intuition corresponds to a deduction process in
that a decision is made based on the rules. In contrast, reflection corresponds to an inductive process,
where ILP constructs ethical rules based on examples and the labels made by people.

Before constructing an ethical decision-making framework based on incremental ILP, it is
essential to address the conflicts encountered in an ethical dilemma. In learning the rules from
inconsistent examples, the framework may acquire different results for the same problem. For example,
a chatbot may give suggestions including encouragement and restraint upon getting the information
that its user has suicidal intentions. It is however meaningless for a chatbot to provide an ambiguous
suggestion that may cause ethical or safety issues, e.g., encouraging teenagers to make dangerous
decisions. We use Incremental learning of event definitions (ILED) [18] which is an incremental ILP
system. However, ILED fails in the presence of simple inconsistencies in the examples e.g., the conflicts
examples in an ethical dilemma. Hence, we propose a novel incremental ILP system to learn the ethical
rules by solving conflicts between the rules during the learning process. Based on this ILP system,
we then propose an ethical decision-making framework considering conflicts (EDM-INC). The main
contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) We propose a novel incremental ILP system that learns the hypothesis guided by entailment and
score function to address conflicts encountered in the learning process. To calculate the score function
efficiently, we define a cost set that keeps the information about historical examples.

2) We further propose an ethical decision-making framework. This framework can model the dual-
process model (i.e., deciding human). The reflection process requires learning ethical rules using our
proposed incremental ILP systems and the intuition process makes decisions based on the existing
rules.

3) We conduct experiments on a toy ethical dilemma about chatbots. The results show that our
framework can learn ethical rules. and further, extract the incremental ILP system and compare it with
other baselines. The results show that our ILP systems can learn high-quality rules.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work of the ILP-
based ethical systems and ILP systems focusing on conflicts. Section 3 provides the preliminaries and
basic incremental ILP and ASP concepts. Section 4 presents details of incremental learning and solving
conflicts. Section 5 describes our proposed ethical decision-making framework followed by Section 6,
where we discuss empirical experiments and results. Section 7 outlines the conclusions where we also
discuss the limitations of our proposed method.

2 Related Works

Several attempts have been made to develop ethical mechanisms for artificial agents and enable
their ethical behavior. Instances include rule-based approaches, case-based approaches, statistical
approaches, and ILP approaches. In this paper, we focus on the ILP-based ethical systems. Besides, we
refer to some ILP systems solving conflicts to solve conflicts in the ethical system.

2.1 ILP-Based Ethical Systems

MedEthEx [14] and EthEL [15] are ethical advisors based on ILP. These methods guide healthcare
workers facing ethical dilemmas by providing the workers with the more preferred option. Firstly, they
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choose some prima facie tasks (i.e., the principle of Biomedical ethics of Beauchamp and Childress).
They then measure the weight for the action of each task, capturing the view that action may take
precedence over another on the same task. Finally, they learn the relation rule between the two actions
based on the action weight using ILP systems. MedEthEx is applied to advice in biomedical fields,
whereas EthEL is applied to the domain of eldercare with the primary purpose of reminding a patient
to take their medication. GenEth [16] is another ethical system that is based on ILP. It has been applied
in several domains pertinent to the behavior of autonomous systems. It codifies the ethical rules based
on a dialog with the ethicist and its rules can accomplish an Ethical Turing Test. An ethical evaluation
framework [19,20] is also proposed to verify whether an answer from the chatbot is ethical. It represents
rule-based knowledge as an ASP form and then obtains detailed ethical rules by ILP.

Although these ethical systems based on ILP can automatically construct rules and explain their
decisions, they do not consider the conflicts during the learning process.

2.2 ILP Systems Solving the Conflicts

HYPER/N [21] allows users to specify a certain number of conflicts as a threshold. It ends with
learning hypotheses when the number of conflicts reaches the threshold. Alternatively, OLED [22]
learns hypotheses in an online fashion without considering past examples. This method can tolerate
conflicts however its main objective is to solve conflicts. Inductive learning of answer set programs
3 (ILASP3) [23] assigns each example a penalty, where a hypothesis does not cover an example the
penalty is added to its score function. This function is then used to guide the hypotheses search,
where a hypothesis with the minimum score functions is optimal. Similarly, FastLAS [24] allows users
to express domain-specific optimization criteria in a score function and then computes an optimal
solution based on the provided score function. When applied to the same task, FastLAS is significantly
faster than ILASP, however, ILASP is much more general as it can learn any ASP program. INSPIRE
[25] system keeps the hypothesis that has a score function larger than a threshold. This enables this
method to improve the scalability of ILP while solving conflicts.

Probability is also introduced in ILP to describe the uncertainty of the result. This extension of ILP
is referred to as probabilistic ILP [26]. The artificial network is used to accomplish the ILP induction
process which overcomes the lack of robustness against noise in the symbolic domains [27,28]. These
approaches solve conflicts, but for learning the model they are subject to the availability of the whole
training data. In this paper, however, our focus is on developing a continuous learning process, hence,
these approaches are not applicable.

3 Preliminaries

In this section, we define the main symbols and parameters used throughout this paper (see
Table 1). We further introduce the basic concepts of ILP and ASP and present a brief description
of the ILED system [18].

Table 1: All the symbols are used in this article

Symbol Explanation

B Background knowledge
H Hypothesis

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Symbol Explanation

Δ Ground atoms from abducibles
E Input examples
w Sliding window
E+ Positive examples
E− Negative examples
ε Historical memory
M Mode bias
e A positive example or negative example
C Clause
BC Bottom clauses
SC Cost set
S (BC) Score function of BC
K ′ Non-ground program
RetainedClauses Remained hypotheses
RefinedClauses Revised hypotheses
NewClauses Newly constructed hypotheses

3.1 ILP and ASP

We formalize an ILP as a triplet ILP(B, E, M), where B refers to the background knowledge, M
denotes the language bias, and E = E+∪E− represents a set of positive (E+) and negative (E−) examples.
In this formulation, M is a template that specifies which hypothesis can be learned, decreasing the
hypothesis searching space. Hypotheses can be added to background knowledge used to support the
next hypothesis learning. Hence, the hypothesis and background knowledge are constrained by M. The
ILP aims to learn a logic program called a hypothesis and together with the background knowledge it
explains a set of observations called examples, i.e., ∀e ∈ E+, B∪H � e (H is complete), ∀e ∈ E−, B∪H �

e (H is consistent). The hypotheses are complete if they cover all the positive examples. Besides, the
hypotheses are consistent if they do not cover any negative examples.

In the previous works, the ILP learns definite and normal logic programs that are represented
procedurally. However, ASP is a purely declarative logic programming formalization. It has been
applied to knowledge representation and reasoning, and due to its non-monotonicity, it is appropriate
for common-sense reasoning. An ASP program consists of rules in the following structure: a ←
b1, · · · , bm, not bm+1, · · · , not bn, where a, bi are atoms, a is the head and b1, · · · , bm, not bm+1, · · · , not bn

are the body. For example, the sentence “computers are normally fast machines unless they are
old” is represented as “fastmachine(X) ← computer(X), not old(X)”, where fastmachine(X) and
computer(X) are atoms, and not old(X) is a negative atom. A real-world problem can be expressed
as an ASP problem. The ASP then solves the real-world problem by searching for an answer set for
the ASP problem using an ASP solver. We expect to obtain an answer set of the program to generate
an ethical decision based on ethical rules and some ASP facts.
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3.2 ILED

ILED is an incremental ILP system based on XHAIL (eXtended Hybrid Abductive Inductive
Learning). Here we first introduce the learning process of XHAIL and then describe the ILED learning
process.

Example 1. Consider the following examples ILP(B, E, M):

M1 = {#modeh restrain (+user) .#modeb want_to_die (+user) .#modeb sad (+user) .}
E1 = {#example restrain (alice) .}
B1 = {want_to_die (alice) .sad (alice) .}

In the abduction step, XHAIL returns rnel set Δ:

Δ = {restraint (alice)}
In the deduction step, XHAIL returns ground program K:

K = {restrain (alice) : − want_to_die (alice) , sad (alice)}
In the generalization step, XHAIL returns a non-ground program K ′:

K ′ = {restrain (X) : − want_to_die (X) , sad (X)}
In the induction step, XHAIL returns the smallest part of K ′ as H1:

H1 = {restrain (X) : − sad (X)}
The main difference between XHAIL and ILED is the theory revision which is an action on a

hypothesis to change the examples coverage of the hypothesis. ILED’s examples are split into sliding
windows. In an arbitrary iteration, ILED revises the previous hypothesis H, to cover the new sliding
window examples. The concrete revision operation for a hypothesis is that a unique atom from its
bottom clause’s body is chosen to input in the hypothesis. This enables the hypothesis to keep the
coverage of the examples but does not cover some inconsistent examples.

Example 2 (continued). Consider an example of a new sliding window.

E2 = {#example encourage (bob) .}
Its corresponding background is that

B2 = {sad (bob) .lose_job (bob) .}
Its corresponding mode bias is that

M2 = {#modeh encourage (+user) .#modeb lose_job (+user) .#modeb sad (+user) .}
To keep the coverage for E1 and not E2, H1 is revised by inserting the atom want_to_die(X). ILED

defines a support set that links the hypothesis and its bottom clause to efficiently search for the bottom
clauses. The relation between the hypothesis and its bottom clauses is represented by θ -subsumes.

θ -subsumes. Clause C θ -subsumes clause D, denoted as C � D, if there exists a substitution θ such
that head(C)θ = head(D) and body(C)θ ⊆ body(D), where head(C) and body(C) denote the head and
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the body of clause C respectively. Program �1θ -subsumes program �2 if for each clause C ∈ �1 there
exists a clause D ∈ �2 such that C � D.

Based on the θ -subsumes, the support set is defined in the following:

Support set. [18] Let ε be the historical memory, M a set of mode declarations, L(M) the
corresponding mode language of M and C ∈ L(M) a clause. Denote the coverage of clause C in
the history memory by covε(C), i.e., covε(C) = {e ∈ ε|B ∪ C � e}. The support set C.supp of clause C
is defined as follows: C.supp = ⋃

e∈covε(C)
{D ∈ L(M)|e ∈ covε(D) and C � D and ∀ D‘ ∈ L(M), if e ∈

covε(D‘) then D‘ � D}.
The learning process of ILED needs to insert extra operations into the four steps. In the

generalization step, insert the bottom clauses that generated the hypothesis. This together with the
background knowledge, covers the atoms in 	, into K ′. Besides, in the induction step, an operation is
added, where the hypothesis can be revised by inserting the unique atoms in the bottom clauses to the
body of the hypothesis. The rest of the learning process is the same as that of in XHAIL.

4 Incremental Learning and Conflict Resolution

Here our objective is to learn the ethical rules using the ILED system. However, the system fails
when encountering inconsistent examples. Here we discuss the reasons behind this issue and propose a
new incremental ILP system ICILP/R∗. This is then applied to the ethical decision-making framework
for learning the rules and solving conflicts.

4.1 The Reason Why the ILED System Failed

Our framework learns ethical rules through interactive conversations with people. A chatbot
about teenagers’ mental health developed based on our proposed framework obtains training examples
including teenagers’ conversations and suggestions from humans. The suggestions are considered as
the labels of each conversation. The suggestions however are not unique, for instance, a young man
wants to harm himself due to tremendous financial pressure caused by debt. One may encourage
self-harm as this action can trivially free the young man. This is however morally and ethically
forbidden because the artificial agent must not stand by and encourage people to harm themselves.
Encountering such conflicts arising from these inconsistent examples ILED fails. This is because
ILED learns hypotheses guided by entailment which requires consistency and completeness. They
are however broken when encountering conflicts. For example, it learns two rules: encouragement and
restraining suggestions for teenagers with suicidal thoughts. These however satisfy completeness but
break consistency. To satisfy the consistency, it lacks a removing operation. In other words, the revision
operation becomes useless when facing conflicts. To address this issue, we propose a new incremental
ILP system that relaxes consistency and completeness (ICILP/R∗) to learn rules and solve conflicts.

4.2 Problem Setting

We relax the consistency and completeness of the hypothesis by removing some hypotheses or
examples in a sliding window. The hypothesis kept after conflict solving is defined in the following:

Definition 1. (Hypothesis for conflict solving): Let (B, wn, Hn, ε) be an incremental ILP input,
where B is the background knowledge, wn is a sliding window at time n, Hn is a set of existing hypotheses
at time n, and ε is a set of input examples to the ILP system. There are mutually inconsistent examples
e1 ∈ wn ∪ ε, e2 ∈ wn ∪ ε, · · · , en ∈ wn ∪ ε. A hypothesis for conflict solving is a hypothesis H ‘ ∈
VB,wn,ε, B ∪ H ‘ � ei, i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, VB,wn,ε = {H ∈ HM|B ∪ H � e, e ∈ wn ∪ ε}.
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For inconsistent examples, we only randomly keep a hypothesis learned from one of the incon-
sistent examples and ignore the other inconsistent examples. This approach cannot guarantee the
reserved hypothesis is the optimal hypothesis. Therefore, we need the score function to find the optimal
hypothesis. In this paper, we define the score function of a hypothesis as score_H = Coverp − CoverN,
where Coverp refers to the number of positive examples that the hypothesis covers and CoverN denotes
the number of negative examples that conflict with this hypothesis. We then define the optimal
hypothesis for conflict solving as the following.

Definition 2. (Optimal hypothesis for conflict solving) Let (B, wn, Hn, ε) be an incremental ILP
input. There are mutually inconsistent examples e1 ∈ wn ∪ ε, e2 ∈ wn ∪ ε, · · · , en ∈ wn ∪ ε. An optimal
hypothesis for conflict solving is a hypothesis H ‘ ∈ VB,wn,ε, B∪H ‘ � ei, if and only if cost(H ‘) ≤ cost(H“),
∀ H“ ∈ VB,wn,ε, B ∪ H“ � ej, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} − {i}, VB,wn,ε = {H ∈ HM|B ∪ H � e, e ∈ wn ∪ ε}.

Example 3. There are two inconsistent examples: e1 = {P(a), Q(a)}, e2 = {R(a), Q(a)}. Let mode
bias be {#modeh (#P, +input), modeh (#R, +input), modeb (#Q, −output).} and h1 = P(X) ←
Q(X) and h2 = R(X) ← Q(X) be constructed. We assume that the score functions of the hypothesis
h1 and h2 are assigned as 1 and 2, respectively. To return a hypothesis for conflict resolution, one of the
examples is removed. These two hypotheses have the same probability of being kept. However, only
the hypothesis with the highest score function can be returned, e.g., hypothesis h2.

Our ILP system aims to obtain the optimal hypothesis for solving conflict during the learning
process. To achieve it, we need to solve two sub-problems. The first sub-problem determines a conflict,
and the next sub-problem obtains an optimal hypothesis. At the same time, we provide the flow chart of
ICILP/R∗ that is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, the Abduction, Deduction, Generalisation, Induction, and
Revision have been introduced in Section 3.2. Besides the details of the cost set construction module
and three conflict-solving modules will be presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, where solutions for the
two above sub-problems are provided.

Abduction

Deduction

Generalisation

Induction

Revision

Conflict Solving 1

Conflict Solving 2

Conflict Solving 3

Rule base

History 
example

Sliding window example E

Cost set construction

Figure 1: The flow chat of learning hypothesis
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4.3 Cost Set

The ILED system learns hypotheses based on bottom clauses, and it revises the hypothesis by
adding unique atoms to its body from its bottom clause. We find hypotheses conflict if the bodies of
their bottom clauses are the same. In the following proposition, we describe our approach to finding
conflicts.

Proposition 1. Let BC1 and BC2 be a bottom clause of a hypothesis C1, and a bottom clause of a
hypothesis C2, respectively. If the body of BC1 is the same as that of BC2, a conflict arises between C1

and C2.

Proposition 1 describes an approach to discovering a conflict. Using Proposition 1, we can find
examples that are mutually inconsistent as in Definition 2. To find conflicts and efficiently search the
score function, we associate the bottom clause with its generated hypothesis and its score function.
The cost set is defined in Definition 3.

Definition 3. (Cost set) Let BC be the bottom clause of the hypothesis H, S(BC) be the score
function corresponding to BC, and RC is the hypotheses generated by BC. RC = {CC|CC � BC}.
Here, S(BC) = coverP − coverN. CoverP is the number of positive examples that BC covers and coverN

refers to the number of negative example conflicts with BC. The cost set is defined as Cost_set =
{< BC1, RC1, S(BC1) >, < BC2, RC2, S(BC2) >, . . . , <BCn, RCn, S(BCn)>} (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Cost set architecture

In Fig. 2, each item in the cost set is composed of the bottom clause, its corresponding generated
hypotheses, and the score function of the bottom clause. The construction of the cost set is presented
in Algorithm 1, and it starts at the end of the learning process for each sliding window example.

Algorithm 1: Cost set construction and maintenance
1: Let wn be an example window, Hn a set of current hypotheses, Newclause
hypotheses learned in this process, Refinedclause hypotheses revised in this process.
2: if Refinedclause �= [] then
3: Update (SC, Refinedclause) // Update the cost set based on Refinedclauses
4: end if
5: if Newclauses �= [] then
6: Update_c(SC, wn)
7: New_tra ← N_C_S(B, NewClause, wn)

(Continued)
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Algorithm 1 (continued)

8: Insert (SC, New_tra′)
9: else
10: Update_w(SC, wn)
11: end if

After learning the current sliding window, hypotheses include Newclause, Refinedclause, and
Retainedclause, where Newclause includes the hypotheses that are learned for the first time. Refined-
clause includes the hypotheses that are revised and Retainedclause denotes the hypotheses that are
kept unchanged. Because the hypotheses in Retainedclause have already been added to the cost set,
Algorithm 1 only focuses on Refinedclause and Newclause. Here we first update the cost set based on
Refinedclause by Update(), replacing the old hypothesis with the revised hypothesis. Then, we update
the score function of the current cost set when Newclause is not empty. New_tra is then obtained using
the conflict resolution in Algorithm 5. Each item in New_tra is inserted in the cost set by the function
Insert(). Finally, if the Newclause is empty, we only update the score function of the cost set by calling
Update_w().

Example 4. In Table 2, we assume that ICILP/R∗ starts with an empty hypothesis and empty
historical memory, and w0 and w1 are two sliding windows including only one example. Bottom clause
BC1 and its hypothesis RC1 are generated to cover w0 except for w1. We set the score function S(BC1)

as one because the bottom clause BC1 covers a positive examplew0. The current cost set includes BC1,
RC1, and S(BC1) (see Table 2).

Table 2: Knowledge for example 3

Knowledge for example 3

Window w0 Narrative:
Annotation: sad (id1).
decision (restraint, id1). Bottom clause:
Narrative: BC1 = {decision(restraint,X1) ← sad (X1), want_to_die (X1).}
sad (id1). Hypothesis:
want_to_die (id1). RC1 = {decision (restraint, X1) ←want_to_die (X1).}
Window w1 Cost Set:
Annotation: SC= {<BC1, RC1, S(BC1)>
∅. S(BC1) = 1

4.4 Hypothesis Learning Algorithm

To find the optimal hypotheses for solving conflicts, we aim to remove inconsistent examples
or hypotheses and keep the hypotheses defined in Definition 2. We design an incremental hypothesis
learning algorithm based on score function and entailment, which is shown in Algorithm 2. Algorithm
2 includes two main parts: one is to learn the hypothesis and the other is to solve conflicts. The learning
hypothesis is achieved by steps 2 and 4, which correspond to the abduction, deduction, generalization,
and induction module in Fig. 1. Three algorithms for three phases achieve conflict resolution: 1) before
learning; 2) during learning 3) after learning, which corresponds to step 1, step 3, and step 5 and are
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described in Sections 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and 4.4.3, respectively. They are conflict solving 1, conflict solving
2, and conflict solving 3 modules in Fig. 2. The rest of the components are introduced in Section 4.4.4.

Algorithm 2: Hypothesis learning algorithm
Input: The background B, mode declarations M, a hypothesis Hn And an example window wn.
Output: A hypothesis Hn+1.
1: E_H_conflict_solve(B, Hn, wn) // Solving conflicts between the new input example wn and the
learned hypothesis Hn

2: K ′←Abduction_Deduction(B, Hn, wn) // The process of construction of hypothesis
3: E_E_conflict_solve(B, K ′, wn) // Solving conflicts between examples in the same sliding window
4: Hn+1←Induction(B, K ′, wn) // The process of construction of hypothesis
5: N_clause_conflict_solve(B, Newclauses, ε) // Solving rule conflict between the newly learned
hypothesis and the example in the history memory
6: return Hn+1

4.4.1 Solving Conflicts between Hypotheses and New Examples

In this section, we solve the conflicts between existing hypotheses and examples in a sliding
window. We aim to remove examples or hypotheses to keep the consistency and completeness as much
as possible. The concrete method is formalized as presented in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Solving conflict between hypotheses and new examples
Input: The background B, an example window wn, the hypotheses Hn.
Output: w‘

n and H‘
n

1: if Discover_conflict (B, Hn, wn, SC) then
2: re←Find_conflict(B, Hn, wn, SC) // Get which hypothesis and which example is in conflict
3: // Traversere and remove the hypothesis or corresponding example in conflict.
4: for rl in re do
5: for s in rl.w do // Traverse the examples in rl.w
6. tp←W_in_bottom(s) // Return the score function of item that has a corresponding bottom
clause to cove example s in cost set.
7. if tp>F(rl.h) then // F() return the score function of item that has a corresponding bottom
clause to construct hypothesis rl.H in cost set.
8. Del_H(rl.h, Hn) // Remove rl.H from Hn.
9. else
10. Del_E(wn, s) // Remove s from wn

11. end if
12. end for
13. end for
14. return w‘

n, H ‘
n

15. end if

In Algorithm 3, Discover_conflict() achieves the approach in proposition 1 to discover the
conflicts. When conflicts exist, Find_conflict() returns the conflicting hypotheses and examples in re.
Also re includes the hypothesis rl and its inconsistent examples in rl.w. From step 4 to step 10, we
search for the score function for examples in rl.w. For each s in rl.w, W_in_bottom returns its score
function in tp, when a bottom clause in the cost set can cover the examples. When this example emerges
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for the first time, it returns 0 in tp and constructs a new item, including its bottom clause, and inserts
the item into the cost set. The examples in rl.w or hypothesis rl with the lowest score function are then
removed.

Example 5. Table 3 presents the process of solving conflicts between hypotheses and examples
in a new sliding window. The example in sliding window w3 conflicts with BC1 in Table 3, and we
assume the previous cost set is SC = <BC1, RC1, S(BC1)>. The function find_ruleconflict () returns
the example e and the hypothesis h in re. Because e emerges for the first time, with no bottom clause
in the cost set that can cover it, we construct a bottom clause BC2 for e and insert it in the cost set,
updating its score function as 1. The score function of BC1 is higher than the score function of BC2,
RC1 is saved and e is removed from w2.

Table 3: Knowledge for example 4

Knowledge for example 4

Window w3 Previous cost set
Annotation: SC =< BC1, RC1, S (BC1) >

decision (restraint, id1) BC1 = {K1} , RC1 = {C} , S (BC1) = 2
Narrative: Current cost set
sad(id1). SC=< BC1, RC1, S(BC1) >,
want_to_die(id1). <BC2, RC2, S(BC2)>

BC1 = {K1} , RC1 = {C} , S (BC1) = 2
BC2 = {K2} , RC2 = {∅} , S (BC2) = 1

4.4.2 Solving Conflict in the Same Sliding Window Examples

In this section, we solve the conflicts between examples in the same sliding window that occurred
during the learning process. Our objective is to remove the hypothesis in K ′ or the example in the sliding
window to maintain completeness and consistency. The concrete method is formalized as in Algorithm
4. Algorithm 4 starts after the generalization phase introduced in Section 3.2. In Algorithm 4, the non-
ground program K ′ is the input and we detect the occurrence of a conflict by Conflict_happen (). For
each hypothesis in K ′, we search for its corresponding score function and subtract the number of its
examples conflict in the current sliding window to obtain num. The hypotheses with their num less
than 0 in the K ′ are then removed using Del_w () and K ′_conflict_resolution is obtained.

Algorithm 4: Solving conflicts between the examples in the same sliding window
Input: The background B, an example window wn and non-ground program K ′

Output: K ′_conflict_resolution
1: if conflict happen (K ′) then
2: for i in K ′ do
3: num←Cover_num(i,wn)
4: if num<0 then
5: dl←i

(Continued)
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Algorithm 4 (continued)
6: end if
7: end for
8: K ′_conflict_resolution←Del_w(wn, K ′, dl)
9: return K ′_conflict_resolution
10: end if

Example 6. Table 4 presents the process of solving conflicts between examples in the same sliding
window. There are three examples in the sliding window examples w4, which are mutually inconsistent.
The clauses Kv1 and Kv2 are constructed in a non-ground program K ′, and their score functions are 1
and −1, respectively. Based on the score function, we then keep Kv1 and its example (i.e., e1 and e2),
and remove Kv2 and its example (i.e., e3).

Table 4: Knowledge for example 5

Knowledge for example 5

Window w4

Annotation:
e1 = {decision (restraint, id1) .}
e2 = {decision (restraint, id2) .}
e3 = {decision (encouragemant, id3) .}
Narrative:
sad (id1) . want_to_die (id1) .
visualized Kernel Set
Kv1 = decision (restraint, X1) ← sad (X1) , want_to_die (X1) .
Kv2 = decision (encouragemant, X2) ← sad (X2) , want_to_die (X2) .
Score function (Kv1) = 1
Score function (Kv2) = −1

4.4.3 Solving Conflict between New Hypotheses and Examples in the History

Due to the incremental setting, we are unable to acquire the whole data as it is not known whether
there exist conflicts between the new hypothesis and the historical examples. To determine whether
the hypothesis is optimal, we propose Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5: Handling conflict between new hypothesis and the example in the history
Input: Background B and Newclauses
Output: NewClauses‘, New_tra‘

1: New_tra = Create_tra(NewClauses)
2: New_tra = Update_cover_num(New_tra)
3: for j in seen_examples do

(Continued)
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Algorithm 5 (continued)
4: if J_conflict_H(New_tra‘, j) then
5: Result=conflict_H(New_tra, j)
6: Update(New_tra, Result)
7: if NewClauses then
8: NewClauses‘ ← Del_f(New_tra, NewcClauses)
9: end if
10: end if
11: end for
12: return NewClauses‘, New_tra

In Algorithm 5, we first construct a new temp cost set New_tra following similar steps as in
Algorithm 1 for Newclauses by function Create_tra (). The score function of New_tra is then updated
by calling Update_cover_num (). In traversing the history memory examples, in case of a conflict, we
update the score function of New_tra. If the score function of the hypothesis is reduced to 0, the
hypothesis is removed from Newclauses by function Del_f ().

4.4.4 The Other Components of the Learning Rule Algorithm

The remaining components include calculating the score function and removing hypotheses which
are presented in Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 7, respectively.

To obtain the score function, we need to find the examples that conflict with BC and covered by
BC. In Algorithm 6, conflict () finds example e in a sliding window that conflicts with a hypothesis
BC. Here ejr is a constraint which is not held when there exists conflict between e and BC. Is_negative
() checks whether example e is a negative example and Conflict () together with Is_negative () finds
the negative examples that conflict with the hypothesis BC. Then, Satisfied () decides whether e is a
positive example covered by BC. Finally, count return the score function of BC.

Algorithm 6: Calculating score function of hypothesis H
Input: Background B, bottom clause BC, and sliding window examples w
Output: count
1: for e in w do
2: if Conflict (e, ejr, B, BC) and Is_negative(e) then
3: count←count-1
4: end if
5: if Satisfied (e, ejr, B, BC) then
6: count←count+1
7: end if
8: end for
9: return count

The bottom clauses generating a hypothesis are not unique. In case of a conflict, the first step is to
remove the bottom clause from the support set. If the hypothesis has no bottom clause, the hypothesis
is removed. In Algorithm 7, the function Find_IN_Supportset() finds the bottom clause of clause C
in its support set. We remove the bottom clause based on dl, a list of bottom clauses to be removed.
Find() returns ‘True’ if the current BC is to be removed. Function Del() then removes BC from the
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support set of hypotheses H. Function Del_c() removes the hypothesis with no bottom clause in its
support set.

Algorithm 7: Deleting hypothesis
Input: dl is a list of bottom clauses to be removed and hypothesis H.
Output: hypothesis H‘
1: for BC in Find_IN_Supportset(H) do
2: if Find(BC, dl) then
3: Del(C.support, BC)
4: H’←Del_c(H)
5: end if
6: end for
7: return H’

5 An Ethical Decision-Making Framework

In this section, we present our ethical decision-making framework. Our framework is based on
incremental ILP which learns the rules continuously. The process of our decision-making framework
is based on the dual-processes model which is similar to the way humans think.

The Dual-processes model refers to two types of processes: Type 1 and Type 2, which correspond
to intuition and reflection. Type 1 process is described as a fast and automatic process that is similar
to direct and based on previous experiences. Type 2 is a slow and controlled process, which is similar
to the cases where humans need to learn or follow a reasoning process to obtain new knowledge.

In our framework, there are two major processes including the deduction and induction processes
which correspond with the two processes in the dual-process model (Fig. 3). In the deduction process,
the framework translates texts into ASP facts by Translation, and it extracts ethical rules from
KnowledgeBase. It inputs the ASP fact and ethical rules into an ASP solver. The answer set for the
program is then obtained and if an atom is in the answer set, representing an ethical decision is true, the
decision is made. The induction process consists of conflict resolution and learning rules components,
which are carried out based on our proposed ICILP/R∗.

Translation Translation Reasoning Rules 
exist?

Learning 
rules

Solving 
conflicts

Knowledge
base

Generating 
decision

No

Yes

2. induction process

1. deduction process

Figure 3: Ethical decision-making model considering conflicts

Overall, in practical applications, our framework has two main impacts on real-world AI systems.
On the one hand, our framework makes decisions based on learned rules which can explain the
decisions; on the other hand, our framework can deal with the conflict problem in rule learning, which
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increases the robustness of the system. Both explainability and robustness can further guarantee the
security of real-world AI systems.

6 Verification and Evaluation

The objective of the proposed framework is to solve the explainability issue and conflicts in
ethical decision-making. In this section, we present three experiments. The first experiment verifies
the efficiency of our framework in an ethical scenario. The following two experiments compare our
proposed ICILP/R∗ with the other approaches or systems focusing on conflict resolution.

All experiments reported in this paper were conducted on a 1.8 GHz Windows machine with
8 GB of RAM and an Intel 8265U CPU. The algorithms were implemented in Python3.7, using the
Clingo Answer Set Solver [29] as the main reasoning component and the MongoDB database for the
historical memory of the examples.

6.1 Datasets

In the first experiment, we set a scenario where a chatbot provides suggestions for teenagers. To
emphasize the conflicts, we focus on the same text from teenagers (I am so sad, I want to die), and
provide several suggestions (encouragement, restraint). The dataset is shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Samples from the Chatbot dataset

Number Annotation Text from the answers of teenagers

1 Restraint I am so sad, I want to die.
2 Encouragement I am so sad, I want to die.
3 � I am so sad.
4 Restraint I am so sad, I want to die.

In the second experiment, we chose 1,000 examples in the CAVIAR data set [22] and added
percentages of inconsistent examples in them. The percentages can be set as 0.1%, 0.2%, and 1%.
We generate a random number in [0,1] for each example. If the number is equal to the percentage,
we replace the origin annotation of the example with the other annotations in the list [“fighting”,
“meeting”, “moving”, “∅”].

In the third experiment, we use the whole dataset from the CAVIAR dataset [30], and part of the
datasets from the SemEval 2016 iSTS Task 2 [31]. The former is used to learn the definition of when
two people start and stop meeting each other by the OLED system [22], FastLAS system [24], and
ILASP3 system [23]. The latter dataset is used to learn the logical rules by the INSPIRE system [25].
The rules represent the way that natural language clauses are grouped into phrases. Before learning,
the clauses need to be converted into a set of facts containing part of speech tags (POS), and the paper
[25] describes the method.

6.2 Evaluation Metrics

In this study, we conducted three experiments and we provide their evaluation metrics as follows.
The first experiment is to verify whether our framework can learn the ethical rules. Following previous
studies, we set an ethical scenario. To verify whether the rules are aligned with social values, we take
Isaac Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics as a guideline. Concretely, they require that:
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1) A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to
harm;

2) A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would
conflict with the First Law;

3) A robot must protect its existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or
Second Law.

The rule with the largest score function is kept and is still consistent with the robot law, which
indicates the optimized rules are ethical. That is, the efficiency of our framework is verified.

The second is to compare our way of conflict resolution with other methods. To compare the
results of conflict handling at a finer level of granularity. We do this by adding inconsistent examples
to the dataset in a certain percentage. The rule quality is measured by two metrics: 1) The number
of conflicts with data from the test and training sets is close to the number of inconsistent examples
added. It indicates that the rules learned from the added inconsistent examples are removed, and the
kept rules are optimized. 2) The specific classification performance on the training set and test set data
is measured by the F1 value.

F1 = 2 × P × R
P + R

where P is precision and R is recalled.

The third experiment was set as multi-classification tasks. Here we use macro-F1 values to evaluate
the quality of the hypothesis:

macro − P = 1
n

n∑

j=1

Pi

macro − R = 1
n

n∑

j=1

Ri

macro − F1 = 2 × macro − P × macro − R
macro − P + macro − R

where Pi is precision and Ri is recall, and j is the number of classes

6.3 Verification and Analysis

6.3.1 Verifiable Methodology

In this experiment, we set an ethical dilemma that the chatbot provides ethical suggestions for
teenagers. It constructs the ethical rules by talking with the people. Firstly, a chatbot receives a text
from a teenager. Several inconsistent suggestions from people are then fed into the chatbot where
malicious suggestions are also included, such as the second item in Table 5. The chatbot learns the
rules based on these suggestions. To guarantee the framework makes ethical decisions, we need to
ensure that the rule base contains ethical rules that are aligned with Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics.
In the framework, our proposed incremental ILP system is utilized to learn optimized rules. Hence, we
verify the efficiency of our framework by verifying the consistency between the optimized rules and
rules aligned with Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics. For example, the chatbot gets the text “I am so
sad, I want to die.”, the learning process is described in the following:
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• Preprocessing

All the information inputted is transformed as ASP using the NLP tool Stanza [32]. For the
sentence, “I am so sad, I want to die”, the dependency parsing results are (‘I’, 3, ‘nsubj’), (‘am’, 3,
‘cop’), (‘sad’, 0, ‘root’), (‘,’, 3, ‘punct’), (‘I’, 6, ‘nsubj’), (‘want’, 3, ‘parataxis’), (‘o’, 8, ‘mark’) and
(‘die’, 6, ‘xcomp’). In the above dependency relationship, ‘want’ and ‘sad’ are parataxis relationships
translated into ASP, as shown in Table 6a. Our ASP representation contains atoms of the following
form:

sad(I) which represents that the owner of the chatbot is sad;

want_to_die(I) which represents that the owner of the chatbot wants to die.

Table 6: Input for the text “I am so sad, I want to die.”

Input for the text “I am so sad, I want to die.”

(a) Preprocessing Outpu
sad (I) . want_to_die (I) .
(b) Background Knowledge
fluentName (encouragemant) .
fluentName (restraint) .
(c) Mode Bias
#modeh decision (#fluentName, +input) .
#modeb happy_sad (+input) .
#modeb emergency_situation (+input) .
#modeb time_long (+input) .
#modeb sad (+input) .
#modeb want_to_die (+input) .
(d) Integrity constraints
⊥ ← not example (decision (X , Y)) , decision (X , Y) .
⊥ ← example (decision (X , Y)) , not decision (X , Y) .
(e) Example
example (decision (restraint, id1)) .
sad (id1) . want_to_die (id1) .

• Background knowledge, mode bias, and integrity constraints

The background knowledge is shown in Table 6b. All the suggestions that the chatbot may
provide are expressed as constants in fluentName/1. The constant may be encouragement which
means the chatbot should encourage the young people to do as they want to do, and it may be
restraint, which means that the chatbot needs to restrain the teenagers’ thinking. Mode biases are
shown in Table 6c. They define the atoms that may emerge in the head or body of the hypothesis.
Atom decision(#fluentname, +input) indicates the head of the hypothesis, and atoms sad/1 and
want_to_die/1 can be used in the body of the hypothesis, where the argument is a person’s name.
Integrity constraints are shown in Table 6d, which are used to keep the completeness and consistency
of the hypotheses.
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• Learning the rules

For the example in Table 6e, we provide the preprocessing output in Table 6a an anno-
tation example(decision(restraint, id1)). In the inductive learning parse, we construct the rule
“decision(restraint, X1) ← sad(X1), want_to_die(X1)”.

6.3.2 Result and Discussion

Our results include the hypothesis and the cost set that are presented in Table 7. In Table 7, we
keep the hypothesis “decision(restraint, X1) ← want_to_die(X1), input(X1)” as our ethical rule. Because
it is generated from the bottom clause BC1 with a score function that is higher than that of BC2.
Therefore, the hypothesis is the optimal hypothesis in Definition 2. Besides, it is ethical because it
restrains the teenager from killing himself which is aligned with the first law of Isaac Asimov’s Three
Laws of Robotics. Based on the results of this experiment, we verified the consistency of the learning
optimization hypothesis and learning ethical rules. When encountering a similar ethical scenario, the
chatbot can make decisions based on the existing rules directly. From the readable results, our model
can also explain itself. Moreover, our framework can solve the conflict and provide ethical suggestions.
These confirm the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.

Table 7: Result of chatbot task

The result of the logic program and cost set

The result in the ethical scenario:
decision (restraint, X1) ← want_to_die (X1) , input (X1) .
The result of cost set:
SC = {< BC1, RC1, S (BC1) >, < BC2, RC2, S (BC2) >}
BC1 = decision (restraint, X1) ← sad (X1) , want_to_die (X1) , input (X1) .
S (BC1) = 2
RC1 = decision (restraint, X1) ← input (X1) .
decision (restraint, X1) ← input (X1) , want_to_die (X1) .
BC2 = decision (encouragement, X1) ← sad (X1) , want_to_die (X1) , input (X1) .
S (BC2) = 1
RC2 = ∅

6.4 Comparison of Conflict Resolution between Three Ways

6.4.1 Experimental Method

In this experiment, we compared ICILP/R∗ with the ILED/R and ILED/RV on three datasets
which include 0.1%, 0.2%, and 1% percentage of inconsistent examples, respectively. The experiment
aims to prove that existing methods of solving conflicts on ILED systems are inefficient. The ILED/R
solves conflicts by abandoning the current sliding window when conflicts happen between the current
sliding window examples and the existing hypothesis. ILED/RV ends the learning process if the conflict
number reaches the threshold value based on inconsistent examples. The top 90% of each dataset is
used for training for each generated dataset and the remaining 10% is kept for testing. The size of
inputted sliding window examples is 10.
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6.4.2 Experimental Result and Discussion

Tables 8–10 contain the experiment results, with some metrics. In_f refers to the number of
inconsistent examples added to the dataset. TraF1 denotes the macro-F1 of the model on the training
set. IncF1 refers to the macro-F1 of the model on the test set. Inc_n is the number of the results that
the model predicts differently from the annotation of examples in the dataset. The Inc_n is closer to
Inf and the hypothesis is superior.

Table 8: Result of ILED/R, ILED/RV, and ICILP/R∗ on data set adding 0.1% inconsistent data

0.10% In_f ILED/R ILED/RV ICILP/R∗

TraF1 IncF1 Inc_n TraF1 IncF1 Inc_n TraF1 Inc_n Inc_n

1 1 0.762 0.652 60.000 0.791 0.431 18.000 0.949 1.000 1.000
2 0 0.943 1.000 2.000 0.993 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000
3 0 0.943 1.000 2.000 0.993 1.000 1.000 0.993 1.000 1.000
4 1 0.884 0.664 9.000 0.941 0.665 7.000 0.980 1.000 2.000
5 1 0.943 0.664 3.000 0.993 0.665 2.000 1.000 0.665 1.000
Mean 0.6 0.895 0.796 15.200 0.942 0.752 5.800 0.998 0.933 1.000

Table 9: Result of ILED/R, ILED/RV, and ICILP/R∗ on data set adding 0.2% inconsistent data

0.20% In_f ILED/R ILED/RV ICILP/R∗

TraF1 IncF1 Inc_n TraF1 IncF1 Inc_n TraF1 Inc_n Inc_n

1 8 0.697 0.428 47.000 0.583 0.480 179.000 0.853 0.665 8.000
2 7 0.774 0.663 23.000 0.751 0.612 26.000 0.886 0.665 7.000
3 1 0.891 0.665 8.000 0.584 0.497 236.000 0.987 1.000 1.000
4 3 0.795 0.663 20.000 0.331 0.645 92.000 0.893 0.665 5.000
5 7 0.734 0.495 35.000 0.501 0.513 83.000 0.863 0.665 10.000
Mean 5.2 0.778 0.583 26.600 0.550 0.550 123.200 0.896 0.732 6.200

Table 10: Result of ILED/R, ILED/RV, and ICILP/R∗ on data set adding 1% inconsistent data

1.00% In_f ILED/R ILED/RV ICILP/R∗

TraF1 IncF1 Inc_n TraF1 IncF1 Inc_n TraF1 Inc_n Inc_n

1 13 0.544 0.382 272.000 0.470 0.413 161.000 0.775 0.663 17.000
2 9 0.613 0.612 86.000 0.408 0.828 54.000 0.819 1.000 12.000
3 12 0.628 0.465 221.000 0.385 0.460 64.000 0.888 0.661 1.000
4 8 0.816 0.497 21.000 0.453 0.453 265.000 0.835 0.497 14.000
5 10 0.824 0.496 16.000 0.481 0.481 36.000 0.863 0.497 9.000
Mean 10.4 0.685 0.490 123.200 0.439 0.439 116.000 0.836 0.664 10.600
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In Tables 8–10, the mean Inc_n of ILED/R system and ILED/RV are far from the mean In_f , while
the mean Inc_n of ICILP/R∗ is close to the mean In_f . In addition, the F1 values of the ICILP/R∗ are
0.984, 0.896, and 0.836, respectively, on the training sets, and they are 0.933, 0.732, and 0.664 on the
testing sets. These results are much higher than that of ILED/R and that of ILED/RV. By increasing
the number of inconsistent examples the F1 of ILED/RV drops sharply because the conflicts during
the learning process remain unsolved. Because of the incremental feature, the hypothesis learned later
needs to be based on the hypothesis learned earlier. If the former hypothesis conflicts with the latter
hypothesis, the latter hypothesis is not learned. Meanwhile, there is no guarantee that the former
hypothesis has better prediction performance than the latter hypothesis. This suggests that using the
number of inconsistent examples as the threshold is not effective for learning the optimal hypotheses.
The performance of ILED/R is also lower than that of ICILP/R∗ because of the conflicts during the
learning. Especially in the first item in the data set with only 0.1% inconsistent examples, its F1 score
is nearly 20 percentage points lower than that of the ICILP/R∗. Therefore, ILED/RV and ILED/R
cannot be used for learning rules and solving conflicts for our ethical decision-making framework.

6.5 Comparison between ICILP/R and State-of-the-Art ILP Systems

6.5.1 Experimental Methodology

In this section, we consider two experiments, including (a) the experiment of comparing ICILP/R∗

with INSPIRE on the sentence chunking task; and (b) the experiment of comparing ICILP/R∗ with
FastLAS, ILASP, and OLED on the event recognition task. These experiments aim to compare
ICILP/R∗ with the other ILP systems focusing on conflicts.

The results of experiment (a) are presented in Fig. 4. In the paper [25], a pruning parameter is
set for INSPIRE before learning, and several F1 scores for different values of this parameter are
presented. Each result for INSPIRE in Fig. 4 corresponds with the highest F1 score of INSPIRE
for each pruning parameter. The experimental results of the experiment (b) are presented in Fig. 5.
The F1 scores of ILASP3, OLED, and FastLAS are taken from [22–24], respectively. It is seen
that examples such as happensAt (inactive(id0), 842680), happensAt (walking(id1), 842680), goal
(holdsAt(meeting(id0, id1), 842720)) exist in the test set. This example means that id0 is inactive at time
point 842680 and id1 is walking at 842680 and eventually meets at 842720. It is however impossible
for a person to leave and meet at the next time point. Therefore, this example extracted from video
streaming is inconsistent with the actual examples. Hypotheses learned by ICILP/R∗ cannot cover
this example. Although the cost set contains the hypotheses that have been learned, it is meaningless
to compare with models learned by other systems. We decided to abandon the results obtained from
these test sets.

6.5.2 Experiment Result and Discussion

Fig. 4 presents the last four tasks, the F1 score of the model learned using ICILP/R∗ are 0.708,
0.857, 0.809, and 0.671, respectively. As it is seen these values are higher than that of the model learned
using the INSPIRE system. In the first task, the F1 value of the ICILP/R∗ model is 0.696, which is
lower than the INSPIRE system. For the mean F1 values of the models learned by the two systems in
the five tasks, the INSPIRE system is 0.733, and ICILP/R∗ is 0.748. Therefore, the performance of the
ICILP/R∗ system is higher than that of the INSPIRE system. In addition, INSPIRE is an approximate
system that does not guarantee optimization and is not able to efficiently handle rule conflicts. It is
also seen that each threshold value needs to be set before learning. The optimal threshold values are
only acquired by evaluating the results after learning, limiting practical applications of the algorithm.
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Figure 5: Results for ILED/R∗, ILASP3, FastLAS, OLED on CAVIAR dataset

Fig. 5 also indicates that ICILP/R∗ on this task has a second performance of 0.85. The F1 score of
ICILP/R∗ is lower than that of FastLAS and higher than ILASP3 and OLED. This is because FastLAS
learns a hypothesis that is guided by the score function, which is based on the penalty of the example.
The penalty value however needs to be assigned before learning. The same score function guides the
ILASP3 as FastLAS, but it has less hypothesis space than FastLAS thus a lower F1 score. However, we
can not know which examples are inconsistent and assign them a penalty in incremental learning. The
methods of these two systems are not appropriate for use in incremental ILP. ICILP/R∗learns is in an
incremental mode, and its F1 score is close to that of ILASP3. It aims to choose the correct examples in
inconsistent examples mutually. It learns based on Ocam’s razor principle. Hence, the hypotheses that
have been learned are the shortest, maintaining completeness and consistency as much as possible.
OLED’s F1 score is the lowest in these systems. Because it is an online learning system and cannot
guarantee optimization, it does not consider whether the history example is covered.
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The above results show that our proposed method can solve conflict with no manual intervention,
that is, the computation of our score function does not require human control. Therefore our method
has greater applicability. The results of the ICILP/R∗ show its performance is better than most of
the state-of-the-art ILP systems in terms of rule quality and conflict handling. This is because our
system can learn optimized rules based on the score function, and the learned rules can guarantee
consistency and completeness as much as possible. In addition to this, it can further learn hypotheses
in an incremental mode.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose an ethical decision-making framework based on the incremental ILP
system. We further apply the proposed framework to chatbots for the mental health of teenagers and
examine their ethical decision-making. Chatbots can provide ethical suggestions to teenagers. To keep
the information of the past examples in the incremental learning process, we define the cost set. Then,
we introduce a hypothesis learning algorithm based on entailment and score function. This enables
obtaining optimal hypotheses in the incremental learning process hence producing optimal ethical
rules during the learning process.

The framework in an ethical scenario that includes conflicts is evaluated for whether it can get
optimal rules. The results confirm that the proposed keeps the hypothesis with a higher score function
than that of the removed hypothesis. To verify the performance of rules that are learned by our
framework, we extract the incremental ILP system from the framework. We further set two experiments
to compare with other approaches or systems. We compare ICILP/R∗ with two systems achieved by two
approaches. The results show our system overperforms the others. Besides, we compare the ICILP/R∗

with the state-of-the-art systems that can deal with conflicts. The experiment results show that the
performance of ICILP/R∗ is close to that of ILASP3 and higher than that of OLED.

The ethical decision-making framework reduces the occurrence of unethical behaviors. It also
avoids unethical actions by restricting the behavior of ethical agents or supporting their decisions
with ethical rules. The readable ethical rules make decisions explainable. The research in this paper
provides new ways of thinking about incremental ILP systems and constructing an ethical decision-
making framework considering conflicts. Hence the ethical decision-making framework can guarantee
exaplainability and robustness while making ethical decisions.

The proposed framework needs further investigation to address the following issues: 1) By
increasing the amount of input data, more and more bottom clauses are kept in the cost set. This
however may lead to an increase in the time and space complexities of the system. 2) In the proposed
ethical decision-making model, the technologies of converting natural language into logic programs
need further development. 3) The rules are learned from the interaction between humans and artificial
agents, and they tend to be agreed on by most populations. Due to the different regions with various
ethical standards, it is necessary to construct different rule bases for people in different regions, to
reduce the bias of the rules for people in a specific region.

Furthermore, we provide an area for future research. Deep learning has already achieved remark-
able success in the fields of images and language. Currently, it is also being used in the learning
of logic rule tasks and has shown good results. The technique of symbolic learning using neural
networks is also known as neural symbolic learning. The ethical decision-making framework of
this paper can subsequently be enhanced with the help of neural symbolic learning to improve the
robustness of learning ethical decision-making rules. In addition, by transforming real data into vector
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representations, our framework can be extended to a wide variety of intelligences with input in the form
of data.
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